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Health & well-being
to coaching because they want
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issue in Europe
having relationship difficulties with her
than it is the US. In
colleagues. As a result of her coaching
Another former client was Tony, a selfSweden,
for
example,
80% of coaches
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confessed workaholic. As a result of his
have
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the piano again and regained a sense
sessions, he found a new direction and
of fulfilment.
confidence to retire from his heavy work
But Europe is slowly opening up to
coaching, she says. “In Europe there is
Fulfilment is a word that figures highly in
a cultural barrier to many professions
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According to Weinstein: “People come
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#OACHING
FOR LIFE

It’s a familiar complaint:
‘something’s missing
from my life’. But how
many of us have actually
taken action to address
such a problem?
A course of coaching
(life or professional)
could be the answer,
writes Jon Eldridge.
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